5574 words for 42 minutes of spoken text
WARNING: This IMPORTANT educational video is presented by Dr. Hittich for men with
prostate problems and may have limited time online. Watch while it is still available.

FINALLY! Outraged Biochemist Finds All-Natural Solution to
Your Constant Uncomfortable Urge to Pee...
...Without Surgery
...Without Drugs
...And Without A ny Side Effects Whatsoever!
Are YOU sick and tired of having to pee all day and night?

You’re not alone…
Millions of men just like you are shackled by constant,
uncomfortable, downright EXHAUSTING urges to pee...
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If you’re not informed with the RIGHT thing to do, your prostate
problems could eventually TAKE OVER your life…
With urges so severe, they’re incredibly painful…
You don’t dare go anywhere or do anything without making sure a
toilet is closeby…
You can’t work… you can’t sleep… you can’t even have sex anymore!
That’s because the urinary problems from an enlarged prostate
also causes problems with your penis…
You know… The part of your soul, as a man, that defines you…
Tell me… Have YOU gone soft and limp?
Is sex with your lady totally non-existent at this point?
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If YOU are experiencing even just ONE of these symptoms…
Then please, WATCH THIS presentation to the very end...
Especially if you’ve tried prostate medications that make you feel even worse with
major side effects…
Like more erection problems and “man boobs” that change who you are and what you
LOOK like…

You’re about to discover the #1 prostate SECRET from 
It’s the ONLY natural medicine that attacks your prostate problems from 6 different
angles…
For a TRUE full-spectrum solution...
PROVEN on thousands of men to keep your prostate n
 ormal and healthy…
So YOU can get back to living as a MAN with PRIDE…
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Instead of spending hours and hours peeing all day and night!
Hi, I'm Dr. Reinhard Hittich... and for over a decade I was a biochemist in the Big Pharma
industry…
But the longer I was there, the more disgusted I became...
Especially with how this industry treated health problems using the “disease-for-profit”
model…
Selling Chemical Bombs to people who just want their health back.... But more on that in a
minute...
Now, and for the past almost 25 years, I've been helping people OVERCOME some of the
toughest health conditions in the healthiest way...
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So BELIEVE ME... I know what I’m talking about.
As your prostate enlarges, and it will for the MAJORITY of men as they age…

The constant pressure will cause you to have more and more trouble with the simple act of
peeing…
Eventually your prostate will totally squeeze what will feel like a painfully full bladder…

Even men as young as 50 can find themselves running to the toilet every 15 minutes!!
And with all the urinary problems, comes sexual problems…
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You can lose your ability to get an erection…
And eventually all desire for sex…
If any of these symptoms sound familiar, or you want to avoid all this pain and suffering…
LISTEN closely and take lots of notes…
You are about to discover the #1 BEST and ONLY way to get rid of ALL symptoms
naturally…
Without side effects...
Even if you are suffering from the most severe stages of benign prostatic hyperplasia, or
BPH, the medical term for enlarged prostate...
You see, most men don’t realize that the ODDS are against you as you age…
In your 40’s, there’s a 25% chance that your prostate will grow and start pressing against
your bladder...
By age 50, about half of all men will be suffering every day from urinary and sexual problems
caused by enlarged prostate......
And by age 80, that number jumps to 75%...
However… The information in this presentation can SAVE YOU from decades of
unnecessary problems with enlarged prostate…
And give you LASTING RELIEF if you are already suffering…
So please, WATCH THIS entire presentation while it’s still online…
You’re about to get a full education on everything prostate…
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Why your prostate starts to grow abnormally in the first place…
How the symptoms change as the condition advances…
And why the medications will never give you RELIEF and in fact, cause even more
problems...
Finally you’ll learn the only TRULY effective way to avoid and reverse enlarged prostate
problems forever...
With COMPLETE FREEDOM from all symptoms...
Including protection against prostate cancer...
Giving you TOTAL PROSTATE HEALTH
Like Stefan, who's just like the typical man with enlarged prostate…
He used to “dribble” all day…
He would often have a strong smell of urine in his pants….
He knew it but couldn't do anything about it….
He peed his bed 3 times in one month, as if he was a child again...
Several times during the day he’d have to hold his penis as he RAN to the toilet...
For years he was plagued with urges so strong they hurt...
And soreness and tingling sensations during and after urination...
One day he saw blood in his urine...
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And since then he’s been complaining of severe erection problems...
Until finally he admitted sex was impossible... and he’d lost all desire.
His wife said she understood but his marriage just wasn’t the same...
It all started when he was 48, with symptoms he simply didn't understand…
But he was afraid to see his doctor for fear he’d have to go through some big medical
ordeal...
Before he learned he had an enlarged prostate, he had the slightest weak stream of urine,
but figured it would go back to normal...
Soon he had difficulty just starting to pee…
And felt burning when he finally did go...
It wasn’t long before he felt a sense of never fully emptying his bladder…
And constant leaking of urine...
He would wake from a deep sleep several times a night to rush to the bathroom with what felt
like a full bladder...
And then stand there for 20 minutes laboring to pee…
Yet no results...
As he pushed, his painfully full bladder felt like a knife stabbing him through the back...
And then finally... a very small, sputtering stream would give great relief...
And to his dismay, 15 minutes later it would start all over again.
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He was becoming more and more depressed, short tempered and fatigued...
He had to stop going many places because he couldn’t be on long car or train rides…
Or sit comfortably in any social setting...
But it was his 60th birthday party when he peed his pants in front of everyone as he blew out
the candles…
That his HUMILIATION became too much to bear…
And his social life came to a screeching halt...
It was just too hard and embarrassing to be with anyone... to go anywhere...
By then his prostate was HUGE!
It had all but encroached on his bladder and sex organs…
He felt severe urges to pee every 10 minutes…
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It was hard to watch him lose everything it meant to be a man so early in life…
He’d tried several medications, but that only made things worse...
And that’s because there are some BIG problems with the medications your doctor will tell
you to take when you have enlarged prostate...
Even the Gold Standard so-called “minimally invasive” prostate procedure is far from ideal
and not guaranteed at all...
Making neither the medications or different surgeries THE RIGHT ANSWER if you want your
life back...
In the end, it’s the full-spectrum all-natural solution that men like Stefan get from me that
END ALL prostate problems, which I’ll tell you about in a moment...
First, you’re probably wondering why I know so much about treating an enlarged prostate...
As I said, I spent 13 years working as a senior biochemist in the pharmaceutical industry…
They manufacture chemical drugs that are supposed to HELP enlarged prostate problems...
But little do patients realize they’re actually running a “disease-for-profit” model...
It’s part of big money, big business health care where profits are more important than getting
you TRULY BETTER...
For over a decade, I watched as one drug after another was never intended to restore a
person to TOTAL HEALTH...
Instead they manufacture what I call Chemical Bombs...
These so-called "medicines" are supposed to help a condition like enlarged prostate…
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And yet just look at the kind of reviews you’ll find, like this man who wrote:
“I’ve been taking what my doctor prescribed for 9 months. Still get up every 2 hours at night
to pee and has totally ruined my sex life. Erections are rare and intercourse is impossible.
Penis has shrunk and changed in shape. No sex drive at all. Would not recommend these
drugs to anyone. There has to be something better!”
After decades of witnessing how the pharmaceutical industry made people suffer instead of
returning them to a normal life...
I quit the industry in 1992 in disgust and outrage...
I decided at that very moment to find “SOMETHING BETTER”…
I hated that so many pharmaceuticals are nothing more than chemical bombs…
All my specialized training and experience told me these products are designed to hide
symptoms but not heal…
My knowledge also led me to understand there is a better way…
Using the intelligence of nature to provide the most perfect nourishment to heal and stay
healthy…
At first, I concentrated on making natural health solutions just for my family and friends…
As more and more asked for help, my wife and I agreed that we should use my specialized
training and expertise to EMPOWER people to take health into their own hands...
And create NEW CHOICES in health care that would dramatically improve quality of life...
I began to build what is now the largest NATURAL MEDICINE company in Germany…
Providing Professional Nutritional Medical Support...
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Today men now have a full-spectrum solution that eliminates ALL symptoms caused by
enlarged prostate...
Without side effects, which I’m excited to tell you about in a moment...
First, you should know the 3 biggest problems with taking the synthetic drugs for enlarged
prostate...
And why, even if you take both medications doctors prescribe, they’ll never give you
COMPLETE RELIEF from all symptoms:
1st problem: They not designed to be full-spectrum... they’re only able to help you with one
or two symptoms...
2nd problem: They have many SERIOUS side effects that can create even more health
problems...
3rd problem: They do not target the root cause in a way that won’t trigger unwanted inverse
reactions, which I’ll explain in a moment...
First, I want to make sure you know what makes your prostate start to grow too large in the
first place...
As you age, an enzyme in your prostate gland called 5-Alpha-Reductase can become
overactive...
When it does, it starts to convert your testosterone into extra DHT...
DHT stands for dihydrotestosterone, it’s a male hormone...
You may have heard that DHT makes you a “super male”
That it enhances sexual performance, penis size, endurance, and all things manly...
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However don’t be confused when reading about the positive effects of your DHT hormone...
Because when it comes to DHT -- too much of a good thing is a bad thing...
Increased levels of DHT in your body causes your prostate to grow…
And increases your risk for prostate cancer...
Your doctor will tell you to take 2 types of medications at the same time…
One deals with your prostate “growing” problem…
And the other deals with the urinary “going” problem...
The 1st medication is a 5-Alpha-Reductase Inhibitor…
Such as Dutasterid and Finasterid...
It deals with the “growing” problem by shrinking your prostate...
This drug does a good job of decreasing or “inhibiting” the activity of your
5-Alpha-Reductase…
...which then lowers your DHT levels so your prostate shrinks…
Problem is it does NOTHING for your sexual problems!
This medication also causes unwanted inverse reactions...
You see… the DECREASE it causes in your 5-Alpha-Reductase levels (a good thing)...
Results in an INCREASE in a male hormone called Aromatase (a bad thing)...
And that’s because when Aromatase hormone levels go up, so do estrogen levels...
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And what happens when men have too much estrogen in their body?
You essentially start turning into a woman!
Ever see a guy with “Man Boobs?”
Take it from this man, “WilliamE”… a actual reviewer who learned the hard way to find
another option...
“This drug is trouble, stay away... I have loss of energy, smaller penis, reduced sex drive, no
semen, and breast enlargement. My prostate has not shrunk and my urinary symptoms are
getting worse! I now have to straight cath myself four times a day and I am only 53!”
As if one chemical bomb isn’t enough assault on your body and your life...
Remember, most doctors will tell you to take a 2nd type of medication...
This one is an Alpha 1 Blocker…
Such as Alfuzosin, Doxazosin, Silodosin, Tamsulosin and Terazosin...
This medication helps with the “going” problem by relaxing the muscles in the prostate,
bladder, and urethra so you can pee easier...
However when you follow your doctor’s order to take both medications, you can suffer a
double whammy of side effects like this man “Cassilo” did:
"I was suffering for many weeks with pain, extreme urge to urinate at getting up 10-15 times a
night. Urine volume was low plus very weak stream...”
These drugs sure make me feel bad…. tired, slow, and light-headed...like I'm in a fog.
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“After 3 days even worse side effects started showing up. First a sore back. Then overall
muscle weakness, ‘reverse’ or dry ejaculations, soft erections, very weak orgasm at first and
finally no orgasm period... Stopped taking just 5 days in."
And just so you know…
Major erectile dysfunction and having dry or “reverse” ejaculations…
...where your semen goes into your bladder instead of out your penis when you ejaculate...
Are common with all conventional prescriptions and procedures for enlarged prostate...
Are you starting to SEE that these medications are simply not designed to help you get back
to a NORMAL life?!
Even the “Gold Standard” TURP procedure for enlarged prostate is far from ideal…
With no guarantee to fix your symptoms...
TURP stands for Transurethral Resection of the Prostate...
You’re told it’s “mild and safe”...
But it can cause very SERIOUS complications and side effects...
In a TURP procedure, the surgeon inserts both a visual and resectoscope instrument through
the tip of your penis (ouch!) through your urethra, and into the prostate area...
He uses the resectoscope to trim tissue from the inside of your prostate gland...
Its only purpose is to free up space around your bladder so you can pee easier...
The problem is… this procedure does NOTHING to stop your prostate from continuing to
grow!
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So there’s a good chance that if you undergo a TURP procedure... your urinary and sexual
problems will come right back again!
When this option fails, doctors will tell you to do it again…
And again!
With each TURP procedure comes the risk of HORRID side effects, such as:
Retrograde or “dry” ejaculation happens in about 90% of cases...
...caused from nerve and muscle damage after cutting tissue around the urethra and
bladder…
Problems getting and keeping an erection possibly for the rest of your life....
Plus other risks that cause pain and more urinary straining, split-stream spraying, dribbling,
and still not being able empty your bladder...
By far the biggest disappointment is when your prostate enlarges even more...
Which is why so many men go back for another TURP procedure within 10 years or less...
And then there’s a Prostatectomy...

This is done in the most serious cases...
It’s the horror scenario as the whole prostate is removed…
Nerves are often damaged or removed during the surgery...
So virtually all men will have problems with erectile dysfunction...
More urinary incontinence with dribbling and leaking…
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And even a decrease in penis length...
In fact it can up to five years to return to normal after a prostatectomy…
And you may never experience a complete return to normal sexual function...
If you get your prostate out, you will be sterile... and your orgasms will be non-existent…
Are you seeing that these options cause more problems than they solve?
I truly hope that if you take ONE thing away from this presentation it is THIS:
That the commonly prescribed options for treating enlarged prostate are simply not designed
to RESTORE you to normal health...
The inability for conventional medicine to properly deal with health problems like enlarged
prostate is the main reason I broke from the pharmaceutical industry...
I set out to find a BETTER WAY to deal with health problems like enlarged prostate...
It made more sense to tap into the INCREDIBLE POWER of Mother Nature's Pharmacy…
And use the “Intelligence of Nature” to combat these health conditions...
Today I search the world for earth’s most POTENT raw materials...
And only consider using the BEST harvest regardless of cost or where I have to go to get it...
I formulate the highest concentration of natural healing POWER...
Using the most MODERN scientific nutrient research...
Harnessing each active ingredient to achieve highly TARGETED benefits...
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And advanced delivery system technologies that act as a “nutrient taxi” for optimal absorption
at a cellular level....
Then I make this SUPERIOR natural medicine affordable to all income levels…
So people like YOU can be EMPOWERED to take your health into your own hands...
Today thousands of men can experience COMPLETE RELIEF from enlarged prostate
symptoms 100% naturally…
And protect against prostate cancer at the same time...
In ONE FULL-SPECTRUM pill...
For TOTAL PROSTATE HEALTH for life…
It’s called… Prosta–Kraft Intenz N
Its sole purpose is to restore and protect your prostate to normal function…
Here’s why and how it works so well...
Unlike pharmaceutical drugs that only relieve one or two symptoms...
Prosta-Kraft relieves ALL SYMPTOMS...
Without triggering side effects that cause even more problems like the chemical drugs do...
Prosta-Kraft is UNIQUELY formulated to attack prostate problems from 6 different angles...
Each ingredient does a very specific job to address each enlarged prostate problem…
Unlike other supplements, we leave our ingredients as Mother Nature intended…
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Be wary of other supplements that claim their formula is concentrated to make it more
powerful...
That’s simply not true!
My team of experts and I found no reason to mess with the Intelligence of Nature… it’s
perfect and MOST EFFECTIVE in it’s original form...
Together, the 6 “Natural Wonders” in Prosta-Kraft give you the most powerful, effective,
full-spectrum solution for complete relief!
Natural Wonder # 1: Phytosteroles effectively shrink your prostate without unwanted
reactions or side effects...
Phytosteroles are strong anti-inflammatory plant compounds...
To make sure this compound effectively shrinks your prostate…
We extract the world’s most powerful phytosteroles and combine them into one pill…
Including the most potent sterol ever discovered:
It’s called Beta-Sitosterol and it’s only found in a pine plant from Southwest France...
Revered for the having the same action as medications that inhibits your 5-alpha-reductase
activity… and therefore shrinks and normalizes your prostate size…
But without all the side effects and unwanted reactions the chemical medications cause...
However we didn’t stop there…
We combined Beta-Sitosterol from France, plus Sitostanol, Campesterol, Campestanol, and
other sterols…
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To give you FULL POWER EFFECT...
This Natural Wonder complex of sterols not only inhibits abnormal growth of your prostate...
It balances your hormones...
Relieves urinary tract symptoms...
Researchers in the Department of Urology at Ruhr-University of Bochum found that
Beta-sitosterol treatment greatly increased peak urinary flow…
With a significant decrease of residual “dribbling” urinary volume…
Now since erectile dysfunction and reduced ejaculation are highly prevalent in men with lower
urinary tract symptoms…
Your sex-related problems significantly improve because these sitosterols significantly
relieves your urinary problems…

No other natural or chemical solution comes even close to the full-spectrum power that
Prosta-Kraft’s sterol complex delivers…
In a clinical trial and again after an 18-month follow-up, researchers in the Department of
Urology at the Ruhr-University of Bochum showed THIS:
Those who took Beta-Sitosterol improved their values in all areas (urinary and sexual)…
Those who took nothing did not show signs any of improvement.
So you see… The choice to GET BETTER is yours!
And to make SURE you get the full benefit at the cellular level…
We added the VERY BEST Phospholipids in nature because they act like a “Nutrient Taxi”...
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Ensuring fast and direct transport of the sterols to the cells of your prostate gland…
However we didn’t stop at just ONE type of Natural Wonder…
Because we know that combining other powerful natural ingredients gives you even more
relief, such as:
Natural Wonder # 2: the powerful flavonoid Myricetin...
Myricetin prevents the conversion of testosterone into DHT just like the chemical drug does...
And remember... DHT is responsible for prostate growth and increased risk for prostate
cancer…
However unlike the chemical drug, our natural medicine does not mess with your Aromatase
and estrogen levels…
Or cause any kind of side effect...
We could have stopped there but we added even more power from Mother Nature’s
Pharmacy:
Natural Wonder # 3: MUP pollen extract -- queen bee food that makes it easier for you to
pee...
MUP stands for Multiphasischer Pollenextrakt, but we call it “Easy Pee”
Science discovered that what’s good for the Queen Bee is good for your prostate!
The uniquely complex properties in bee pollen extract relaxes your urinary tract...
Reduces inflammation...
So urinating and fully emptying your bladder becomes much easier for you…
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And helps lower your risk of prostate cancer…
Clinical studies by R. Tasumoto from the Department of Urology and Andrology at Osaka
Municipal Juso Citizens' Hospital, Japan found this pollen extract alone gave men an overall
efficacy of 85% improvement…
The maximum urine flow rate increased significantly…
While the residual “dribbling” urine volume decreased significantly…

Even with such huge improvement, we didn’t stop there. To keep your prostate in balance we
also added:
Natural Wonder # 4: Flax Lignans which contain Secoisolariciresinol Diglucosides (SDG)...
The SDG found in flax is a powerful antioxidant phytoestrogen with a highly targeted effect on
male health…
Let me explain:
In your gut, bacteria converts Lignans into Aromatase hormone inhibitors...
And remember… Aromatase is the hormone that can become overactive and start converting
too much estrogen...
Which then causes “man boobs” and sexual problems like loss of desire, soft or no erections,
and problems ejaculating…
However the natural power of SDG found in flax lignans keeps your Aromatase hormone in
balance…
So you don’t have to suffer these terrible symptoms!
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And to further protect you we added:
Natural Wonder # 5: Lycopene, Phytoene and Phytofluene
These are all very powerful antioxidants that decrease your risk of prostate cancer...
What’s unique is that we didn’t just isolate only the lycopene antioxidant, like other
supplements do…
We blended the entire range of antioxidant support…
So you get the STRONGEST antioxidant force making cancer cells destroy themselves…
A study from the Division of Hematology and Oncology by John R and Barbara Ann
Karmanos at The Cancer Institute at Wayne State University showed significantly less cancer
activity from taking Lycopene…
Men had smaller tumors - 80% smaller vs 45%
And had less need for prostate cancer surgery - 73% vs 18%
However to lower your risk for both enlarged prostate and prostate cancer even more we
added...
Natural Wonder # 6: Luteolin to further reduce inflammation...
Other supplements may contain this natural inflammatory agent...
However the Luteolin in Prosta-Kraft is extracted from the absolute best source: The rich
leaves of the Perilla Plant...
We chose to go the distance to source our Luteolin from the Perilla Plant because it has the
most proven science backing the effectiveness of this natural inflammatory…
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But we didn’t stop there...
In our newest edition of Prosta-Kraft, we added ZINC for even more prostate cell
protection...
Zinc is an effective antioxidant against free radicals that protects prostate cells from oxidative
stress...
And Zinc helps your body maintain the right balance of testosterone...
So your levels of testosterone stay steady to support prostate health and rock solid sexual
performance
You get all 6 of these Natural Wonders + Zinc in ONE dietary supplement…
So you can ENJOY life again with urinary relief and improved sexual performance!
This scientifically tested, proven effective full-spectrum formula can relieve all of your prostate
problems...
EVEN IF you have been suffering with the most severe enlarged prostate symptoms for
years...
LISTEN: you've been deceived enough by drug makers and the medical industry who say
your only option is chemical drugs and surgical procedures that aren’t guaranteed...
Prosta-Kraft is the ONLY real solution that frees you of ALL SYMPTOMS – not just one or
two...
And when you take Prosta-Kraft there are ZERO side effects!
If YOU want to:
Eliminate sexual problems caused by enlarged prostate...
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Free yourself from the constant, painful pressure of a full bladder that can’t empty...
And embarrassing dribbling, bed-wetting and strong smell of urine...
Then Prosta-Kraft isn’t just “an” answer for you...
It’s the ONLY answer for you!
If you don’t at least TRY Prosta-Kraft…
How will you know what life could be life without all the problems an enlarged prostate
causes?!
Look below this video right now:
Click on the (COLOR) button that says (TEXT FOR YOUR BUTTON) and lock in your
discounted price today!
(GRAPHIC/VIDEO TESTIMONIAL if possible) You'll join everyday folks like W.S.S...
“Thank you for Prosta-Kraft! For 20 years I had been struggling with chemical tablets. For two
years, I take Prosta-Kraft and my urologist says PSA top 0.6 and that my prostate is like an
18-year-old instead of a 75 year old!”
KK 11910031, Mr. W. S. S., Kaiserslautern (Show with photo if possible)
And Werner who said...
“Prosta-Kraft SAVED ME from surgery! My doctor is quite astonished!! Barely more nocturnal
getting up.”
--KK 748439, Werner G. Kraeft, 24894 Tolk (Show with photo if possible)
And Fred who experienced these incredible results...
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I have an enlarged prostate and in my penultimate examination a PSA value of 2.1 was
determined. Then the urologist ordered me to undergo a follow-up in another six months. At
this time, I took your agent Prosta-Kraft. What do you think the PSA value was? Whole 0.8!
This is the best proof is how well the remedy is. The urologist could not believe it.”
--KK 10235243, Fred Schulze-Hergel, 55218 Ingelheim (Show with photo if possible)
I’m sure you AGREE that these results from taking Prosta-Kraft alone are AMAZING!
However because I want YOU to experience GUARANTEED COMPLETE RELIEF just like
these men did...
I’m giving you my #1 bladder health supplement – called Blasen-Kraft Pro – absolutely
FREE!

My team of specialists and I have found that when you take Prosta-Kraft and Blasen-Kraft
together at the same time…
You will experience the HIGHEST SUCCESS of normal lifelong urinary and sexual function...
Like Prosta-Kraft... Blasen–Kraft Pro is Professional Nutritional Medical Support...
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It’s a special formula specifically designed to treat urinary and bladder disorders...
Whether your urinary problems are caused by male hormone imbalances, an enlarged
prostate, or both...
If you are suffering bladder problems you know how awful it is to live with the symptoms:
Dribbling urine and leakage even with the smallest physical activities, such as coughing,
sneezing, laughing, and climbing stairs...
The constant urge to urinate...
And being forced to make sure a toilet is nearby which affects where you’re willing to go...
Restless nights and embarrassments are inevitable when you have urinary and bladder
disorders...
But not with Blasen–Kraft Pro!
Blasen-Kraft contains TWO POWERFUL Natural Wonders from Mother Nature’s Pharmacy:
The 1st Natural Wonder is pumpkin seed extract…
The cores of the pumpkin ingredient Cucurbita pepo have been used since the 16th century
to support healthy bladder function and normal urinary flow in men and women...
However unlike other pumpkin seed extracts on the market…
The extract used in Blasen–Kraft Pro includes only the water-soluble constituents of the
pumpkin seeds and not the oil...
The oil of pumpkin seeds may be a benefit in the preparation of salad dressings, etc., but
doesn’t do any good in a dietary supplement...
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Several mechanisms in water-soluble pumpkin seed extract resolve all kinds of bladder and
urinary problems:
It relaxes the muscles of your bladder so the need for frequent urination decreases...
It also increases the activity of the enzymes aromatase and 5-Alpha Reductase to stop or
reduce the conversion of testosterone to DHT…
And therefore reduce the effect of too much DHT causing increased growth of your prostate...
The 2nd Natural Wonder in Blasen–Kraft Pro is soy germ extract containing isoflavones...
These plant compounds (phytoestrogens) promote a healthy hormone balance for normal
bladder function…
Clinical studies have demonstrated the efficacy of water-soluble pumpkin seed extract
in combination with soy germ extract...
Promotes normal, healthy bladder function with reduced incontinence…
Significant decrease in nocturnal urination...
Deeper, and longer periods of sleep...
More satisfaction in life...
Taking Prosta-Kraft and Blasen-Kraft together sure helped Horst… his life is back to normal
now:
“I've been taking Prosta-Kraft longer. It convinces completely. I have no problems at night
and can easily do anything normal. But the combination Prosta-Kraft and Blassen-Kraft is
unbeatable for me! No more problems at all!”
KK 13080410, Horst Schuster, 83026 Rosenheim (Show with photo if possible)
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Now, you may think that Professional Nutritional Medical Support Supplements like
Prosta-Kraft and Blasen-Kraft would cost quite a lot...
And, in all honesty? They really should...
Especially when you consider that we literally go to the ends of the earth to get these
incredibly potent, highly effective natural medicines for you…
But my wife and I believe that AFFORDABLE health support should be available for
everyone...
And so we do not put our dietary medicines in retail stores…
Instead we bring them directly to YOU, our customer... so there is no middleman to increase
costs...
And because your COMPLETE RECOVERY and access to good health is our mission in
life...
I want to go A STEP BEYOND the affordable everyday offer we bring to you without a
middleman...
Today I want to give you a SPECIAL OFFER only found on this page:
When you order just 1 jar of Prosta-Kraft, with 90 capsules, which is a full 3-month supply, I’ll
give you 3 (THREE!) FREE jars of Prosta-Kraft, with 90 capsules in each jar...
You pay for only 3 months but you get a full 12-month supply… and you get 9 months
completely FREE!
But that’s not all!
I’ll give you in addition… A FREE jar of Blasen-Kraft... which is a €39,70 BONUS value!
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And to make paying for Prosta-Kraft as easy and RISK-FREE as it gets:
You can decide to make 3 easy payments of only €39,70…
Or pay all at once…
Either way, you get an entire year’s supply of Prosta-Kraft for ONLY €119,10!
Now usually it costs €39,70 for just one month alone!
But in this special offer you get 12 months for the price of 3!
Grab this exclusive opportunity for a deep discount of -75% -- or “4 months for the
price of one” today!
Plus a free month of Blasen-Kraft bladder support!!
And to increase the value, I’ll also pay your shipping fee of €5,90...
But that’s not all…
To prove I’m a TRUE believer in REAL nutritional medicine for the people...
I DOUBLE GUARANTEE your complete satisfaction with my products…
Here’s how it works:
When you ORDER TODAY, you won’t be charged...
Only after I know you are 100% satisfied with the results of using Prosta-Kraft will you be
charged...
Therefore, your first payment of €39,70 is not due until after 30 days from your order date
today...
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Then, only when you are completely satisfied with the product do you make 3 more monthly
payments of only €39,70 each...
If for any reason you are not satisfied, simply call and we will be happy to arrange and pay to
pick-up and give you a full return of the remaining order...
However my iron-clad guarantee doesn’t end there...
I’m going to extend your satisfaction guarantee for additional 12 months from your date of
purchase!

That means if, at any time during the next entire year, if you are not satisfied for any reason...
You can still return any unused bottles and receive a full refund for the amount paid...
For a true RISK-FREE experience…
Click on the (COLOR) button that says (TEXT FOR YOUR BUTTON) and lock in your deeply
discounted price today!
And the end of your prostate problems forever, like Jorg when he tried
“Thank you for such effective health care! I should be operated on the prostate 15 years ago,
but didn’t have to because I ordered Prosta-Kraft. My urologist examined me 6 months later
and just shook his head incredulously: "That does not exist, your prostate has become
smaller, unbelievable for a patient who is 91!"
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KK 12095670, Jorg Hauer, 04347 Leipzig (Show with photo if possible)
Order now to lock in this special package with your free bottle of Prosta-Kraft while this
presentation is still available online...
This offer is not available anywhere else but right here, right now...
You’ll never know the COMPLETE RELIEF you could have by taking Prosta-Kraft and
Blasen-Kraft unless you TRY IT TODAY...
And since it’s guaranteed risk-free for an entire year...
You have nothing to lose and only a full return to normal prostate health to gain...
Nothing to lose except for all your problems with erectile and other sexual dysfunction...
Nothing to lose but the dribbling, leaking, night-time and day-time runs to the bathroom...
Because as you now know, once you have an enlarged prostate…
The symptoms only get worse with age...
Why not take your prostate health in your own hands...
And get Prosta-Kraft at this special price just for watching this presentation today...
Plus Blasen-Kraft as our free gift when you order RIGHT NOW...
So YOU can experience COMPLETE and TOTAL FREEDOM from enlarged prostate
problems for the rest of your life...
GUARANTEED or your money back!
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Thank you for listening and I’ll see you on the other side when you Click on the (COLOR)
button below...
Dr. Reinhard Hittich
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